Traditional villages are very precious resources to recognize and experience the indigenous traditional culture directly or indirectly in our everyday lives together with the values as cultural properties [1] .
space and as precious resources to vitalize the regional economy through sightseeing. Currently the sign system development has been accomplished thoughtlessly as it has been performed in ordinary tourist sites and cities in the state that the definite concepts and methods of the sign system in traditional villages have not been established. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to recognize the necessity of disaster prevention design based sigh system, 1) to ask what the sign system is and why the disaster prevention design is necessary, 2) to suggest the differences and implications applying the sign system to the traditional villages in Korea and Japan. 3) to suggest the design guideline to develop effective disaster prevention design based sign system considering the features of traditional villages.
Methods of Study
The methods of study have been performed by the literature research, the investigation of materials on the internet, the case study of applying the sign systems that has been taken through actual visiting of the sites. By comparing the traditional villages in Japan showing similar patterns to our traditional villages, to understand the problems of our traditional villages and to study the sign system for traditional villages based on more developed disaster prevention designs have been raised as the method of study.
The significance of this study is to estimate the future through the case study of applying the sign systems for the traditional villages in Korea and Japan, and to suggest the development principle of disaster prevention design based sign systems.
Object of Study
The objects of this study are Oeam Folk Village located in Asan city, Choongchungnamdo, in Korea, and Beppu Spa Village located in Beppu city, Oita prefecture in Japan. In case of Korea and Japan, the classification can be various. The objects, Oeam Folk Village in Korea and Beppu Spa Village in Japan can be categorized as the urban areas, and are representative exemplary cases that the residents of the region accomplished the preservation of the village through upward approaches, and currently various efforts are being made to maintain and manage through the support from the local government. In addition, those two objects have similarities that many timber houses are located and many senior citizens by aging are living in the places and those two places are tourist attractions.
2.THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

Sign System
Concept of Sign System
Sign is the notice to transmit meanings and to be used as the meaning described as signature, display, mark and signal, and to indicate the method showing as symbols. Therefore, it is the symbol with meaning and contents as the basic standard of communication and the mean of information transfer helping for the human being to understand the environment and behave [2] .
The sign system is a system of signs by which information can be delivered to users in a much easier way by providing order to sign environment. For this purpose, design should be planned in consideration of aesthetic features which can be harmonized with the functional side of information delivery and space to be constructed.
The purpose of the sign system is for people to perform the behavior pleasantly and safely in a certain environment, and the plan of the sign system is to install by systematic research and investigation.
Requirements of Sign System
The sign system should be developed in consideration of functional as well as aesthetic aspects so that information can be delivered speedily and correctly in terms of function and users may feel comfortable by means of harmony with the surrounding environment in aesthetic terms. 
Classification of Sign System
The sign system can be broken down into orientation, directional, identification, statutory and informational signs in terms of function and objective of signs as follows. Table 2 . classification of signsystem
Division Contents
Orientation sign
The sign in this system provides users with an overall view of space in order for them to easily catch hold of their current location by means of map and ground plan.
Directional sign
Names, figures, arrows and distances are indicated to help users reach their destination easily.
Identification sign
Users are given information with names attached to objects or certain space to enable them to make distinction between them.
Statutory/ Regulatory sign
For the sake of safety or public interest, warning sign is posted in danger spots or certain restriction, when needed, is enforced to users.
Informational sign
The sign may give instruction or introduction to users to understand how to make use of objects.
Components of Sign System
Sign systems can be classified as visual factors, structural factors and construction methods, and the most important visual factor for information transfer is composed of the layout, colors, letters and pictograms, and the structural factors determining the durability and safety of the sign are material , shape and texture. In addition, the construction methods selected by the location and situations are made up of format, lighting and finishes.
Appication Principle of Sign System ①Installation Principles
The landscape of villages including surrounding natural environments should be considered for the installation principle of the sign system without limiting the spaces only. The application of the sign systems should be performed in the form of being supported actively by the local government together with residents' leading roles. Immediate installation is possible when the local government and the residents of the village become core subjects, and the brand value of the village can be maximized by maintaining quality.
② Installation Configuration
The configuration of the sign system maintenance and management is classified as intentional configuration and unintentional configuration. The intentional configuration is to create and operate the ordinances in the form of internal regulations of the village in the institutional aspects, and the unintentional configuration is to promote the efforts of the residents for the sign system management including cleaning and maintenance.
③ Installation Conditions
Installation of the sin systems should be performed in interrelation and should be accomplished by the process of agreement, not by the compulsory or artificial process. The factors damaging the existing environments and influencing the sudden changes should be decreased gradually through the process of agreement and the efforts to maintain the indigenous image of the space should be made.
DISASTER PREVENTION DESIGN
Definition of Disaster Prevention Design(DPD)
Design behaviors of human have been started with the history of mankind fabricating instruments or housings for their survival. But nowadays design exerts a great influence even on the essence of human. Design is originally a communication activity that gives shape to the thought and/or image of designer to deliver into the conclusion throughout some real modeling. So design is usually willing to generate aesthetical styles as well as fitting the usage of that objects [3] .
Therefore we can define 'Disaster Prevention Design' as follows; DPD is a kind of design activity that protects life and property of human beings, minimizes damages, and makes the recovering process rapid and easy, against any kind of disasters.
Necessity of DPD
We present necessity of Disaster Prevention Design as in Table 5 , which divided into its classification and contents. The increment of uncertainty, interoperability, complexity, and cumulative characteristics in the future society make the necessity of DPD more serious. 
Scope of DPD
According to their methods of confrontations, we can extend the scope of DPD like 1)Mitigation or Prevention Design, 2)Preparedness Design, 3)Response Design, and 4)Recovery Design [4] .
As for the design development of Sign system, it corresponds to mitigation design and prevention design aiming at controling and preventing the possibility of occurrence of catastrophe itself by removing or reducing in advance the causes of catastrophe based on the analysis of vulnerability of the field of prevention-oriented design.
Korean and Japanese Traditional Heritage Villages
Asan Oeam Folk Village (Korea)
Oeam Folk Village in Asan is the representative tourist attraction that 400,000 people of tourists visit annually, and was designated as important folklore material, No.236 in 2000. The village was formed about 500 years ago, and the houses for the gentry such as the house of Youngam, the house of vice 
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Beppu Hot-spring Village(Japan)
Beppu city in Oita prefecture was flourished as hot spring hotels and spa from the past by the hot spring formed by volcano about 1200 years ago, and was designated as the international tourist and spa cultural city in 1950 and became the international attraction visiting 1500 tourists annually .
Beppu is surrounded by the volcanic mountains such as Tsurumi Mountain and Takasaki Mountain and 4 hot springs are located in the southern part of the city named Beppu, and in the northern part of the city named Kamekawa, and so the spa village has been formed called Beppu eight hot springs. Among them, Beppu hot spring has been flourished the most due to the abundant amount of spring water, and good condition of transportation and topography, and so Beppu became the name representing the entire spa village. The water way of bath house customers gathering to the spa village ranked as the 1 st in Japan, and the industry of the city concentrated on the service field for bath house customers and tourists such as accommodations business was overwhelming [6]. 
Space Structure of and Behaviors of Users in Traditional Villages
The space in traditional villages can be divided in section for public use such as main entrance, bridge, footpath, waterway, place for rest, vacant land, public lavatory, fire fighting equipment, community hall, etc. and section for private use such as interior of house, gate, wall, farm land, etc. As for behavior of users, residents may move to and fro, communicate with neighbors, take rest, make farming, etc. as part of or for purpose of daily life whereas visitors may move from place to place for sight seeing, use public facilities in the villages, dine, buy souvenirs, etc. 
Necessity of Disaster Prevention Design for Traditional Villages
Traditional villages are the places that the old buildings and traditions are concentrated and the place with high cultural values and place that many tourists visit, and also those places have more possibilities of causing large disaster and damages of humans and materials [7] . The reasons of applying the disaster prevention design are, at first, to protect the residents and visitors from the large disasters, and, at second, to improve the environment and customers' satisfaction through safe and pleasant sign systems, and, at third, this place is exposed to the danger of various disasters as the weak people by aging have been increased in the traditional village.
STUDY ON THE SIGN SYSTEM FOR KOREAN AND JAPANESE TRADITIONAL HERITAGE VILLAGE
Sign system of traditional heritage villages
Space Structure of and Behaviors of Users in Traditional Villages
The space in traditional villages can be divided in section for public use such as main entrance, bridge, footpath, waterway, place for rest, vacant land, public lavatory, fire fighting equipment, community hall, etc. and section for private use such as interior of house, gate, wall, farm land, etc. As for behavior of users, residents may move to and fro, communicate with neighbors, take rest, make farming, etc. as part of or for purpose of daily life whereas visitors may move from place to Korea & Japan- Although the sign system in the traditional villages is developed with a focus on visitors for profit taking purpose, priority should first of all be given to elimination of risk factors for protecting residents from disasters since they might probably become their first victims.
Problems of Korean and Japanese Traditional Heritage Villages
The points at issue of traditional villages are first of all that there is high risk of fire because of densely built-up wooden buildings, difficult access of fire fighting vehicles, and fragility of the old and their weakness to safety. In addition, there is usual possibility of conflicts to explode among residents concerning the issue whether to choose preservation of tradition or development, privacy inflicted by tourists, distribution of profits, etc. 
 Fragility of aged people to safety
In Beppu, Japan, 38.3% of the residents are highly aged and, in Asan Oeam Village, most inhabitants are advanced in years too, making it hard for them to escape from disaster and exposing them to various risks likely to be caused by outsiders.
 Narrow roads cause fire engines and ambulances hard to access In Beppu, Japan, 48% of the roads are 4~6m wide, while most roads of Oeam Village are just 2~4m wide. The southern access road and the central road passing through the village only allow fire cars to access. Fire plugs and extinguishers are therefore must for villagers themselves to put fire under control in the beginning stage.
Risk factors of Korean and Japanese traditional heritage villages
The risk factors of Korean and Japanese traditional villages include increasing exposition of old people to falling, fire, traffic accidents, etc. from inside and to earth quakes, tsunami, terrors, epidemics, etc. from outside. Particular attention should be paid to the fact that lots of old buildings and valuable heritages are densely located in the traditional villages in Korea and Japan as well. Once, therefore, a disaster occurs there, there is great plausibility of its developing to a largesized one with enormous damages personally and materially as well. 
A comparative case study on the sign system of the Korean and Japanese traditional heritage villages
The visual factors and the structural factors of the sign system should be unified and should imply regular orders as the integrated image system. Sign systems have been classified as visual factor, structural factor and construction method, and the purpose of this study is to review its features by extracting the factors in comprehensive aspects as this study is to research the sign system based on disaster prevention design. The analysis has been performed with the photos of the sign systems that had been taken during the visit of Oeam Folk Village in Ansan and Beppu Spa Village from August 2014 to January 2015. The sign system in Asan Oeam Village was installed lately and seems orderly. But, in fact, some of it is still used in mix with old ones and made by residents themselves crudely, making it look like unreliable and improperly managed. Moreover, residents felt inconvenient with the sign system which is installed not from the residents-oriented standpoint but from the visitors-oriented one.
Asan Oeam Village
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Beppu Onsen Village
The sign system in Beppu Hot-spring Village is also a mix of outdated and newly installed ones, producing by thus an inconsistent impression. Characteristically, directional sign is installed to take precautions against tsunami, the biggest predictable disaster in the area, with notes of height, shelters and arrows to guide residents to escape rapidly from danger. It is also noteworthy that preferential treat is given to residents by setting up many bulletin boards within the district as space for communication among residents.
Guideline for development of sign system based on DPD
Design Guideline of sign system
Based on the analysis of the sign system in Korean and Japanese traditional villages, following guideline was worked out for residents-oriented design which can satisfy visitors, too. This guideline is prepared to install the sign system based on DPD from the perspective of mitigation and prevention design as well as from the perspective of preparedness design. 
Parking lot
• General information signboard (permanent) -Village map, introduction of village, caution or warning, etc.
Fire fighting equipment
• Identification signboard (permanent) -Fire plug, emergency call, fire extinguisher, etc.
• Information signboard (mobile)
Improvement Aspect of Sign System
The disaster prevention design based sign system development of traditional villages in Korea and Japan should be planned in priority of the residents who might be damaged when disasters happen, and the sign system development should be focused on the predictable large disasters. In addition, the improvement on the settlement condition of the villages and the design improvement aspect of the sign system for the users' satisfaction are shown in Table 9 . At first, visual communicability should be increased by using graphical symbols, safety colors and safety signs appropriate to ISO 7010
At second, materials, shapes, colors and fonts should be designed with unity to be harmonious with the installation place by not damaging the environment of traditional villages. At third, flexible sign systems should be established by using squares available to be applied to different construction methods and shapes.
At forth, caution of disasters should be recognized in ordinary days through providing accurate information.
At fifth, facility environment should be established that the users can use safely and pleasantly by using braille blocks considering the weak persons in safety matter, audio guidance and lighting subsidiarily.
CONCLUSION
This study analyzed the problems of the sign systems through the case study of the two traditional villages in Korea and Japan, though these, the development principle of disaster prevention design based sign system have been suggested. This study has the limit of securing objectivity due to insufficient objects of study, the approaching methods to create the sign system of traditional villages and the differences on using disaster prevention design have been sufficiently confirmed.
Through those results, the fact that something necessary to the traditional villages is not the ordinary sign system, but the disaster prevention design based sign system has been confirmed, and most of all, the establishment of the organized residents oriented sign system should be planned, and through this, the improvement of settlement conditions, brand value, and contribution to customers' satisfaction can be expected. As the sign system can not be accomplished by short term investment, but accomplished by continuous efforts, the responsibilities on maintenance and management should be performed cooperatively, and it will be able to relieve conflicts and solve fundamental problems.
Through the developed follow-up studies, the effective disaster prevention based sign system development considering the features of traditional villages has been expected to be accomplished.
